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HANSA will again be presenting a wealth of new products at ISH 2017. 
We will be showcasing new ways of thinking, exciting new collaborations and impressive  
results from the diverse synergies within the Oras Group. All the solutions presented  
consistently reflect what differentiates the core of the HANSA brand: making your daily  
life and how you live better – in the bathroom and kitchen, at home and in public spaces.

HEALTH & CARE, public and semi-public area: HANSA is the 

expert partner for solutions that exactly meet the complex 

demands of these highly specialist application segments.

14 PROJECT EXPERTISE

04  HANSADESIGNO

The completely revised HANSADESIGNO  range includes  

and so opens up unimagined possibilities when delivering  

challenging, highly individual planning concepts. 

08 HANSA SHOWER SOLUTIONS

Innovative products, a revolutionary system and a completely 

new shower experience: our innovations provide impressive 

evidence of HANSA‘s shower expertise.

06 HANSASIGNATUR

With the expansion of the range, the innovative  

HANSASIGNATUR series now offers comprehensive creative 

possibilities for the design of complete bathrooms. 

ON THE PULSE        OF YOUR LIFE
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HANSAPOLO 18

The modernised and expanded series from the HANSA|HOME 

segment guarantees the successful equipping of buildings. And 

it also does everything right in private bathrooms and kitchens.

ALESSI|SELECTION 21

Italian design and German brand quality are equally world 

famous. Just how perfectly the two sit in harmony can be seen 

in the results of the exciting collaboration between ALESSI and 

HANSA, presented for the first time at ISH. 

THE NEW HANSAPINTO   16

With its new range, HANSAPINTO  always has the right 

solution for the bathroom and kitchen. 

And HANSA 3S-INSTALLATION, the revolutionary system 

for fast and safe installation makes fitting faster for you than 

ever before.
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AS MULTIFACETED AS YOUR S
HANSADESIGNO

As an individualist you like to surround yourself with things which 

make it possible to experience the facets of your individuality – 

especially in personal retreats such as the bathroom. 

HANSADESIGNO  turns this desire into reality. 

HANSADESIGNO  is not just a new comprehensive series of 

designer faucets but a clearly structured multidimensional system 

of design types, operating principles and functional options – 

with a uniform concept, strong family DNA and numerous faces. 

A system which opens undreamed of creative freedoms, but at 

the same time efficiently directs you to solutions which are 

appropriate for you and your unique lifestyle.

THE EXTRAVAGANT OPTION: HANSADESIGNO ROSEGOLD 

A jewel – and at the same time eminently suitable for daily use: The exclusive rosegold option 

with side-operated variant is the optical highlight of the HANSADESIGNO  family. Its slim, 

almost filigree silhouette imparts a feminine and elegant effect. Beneath the high spout the 

magic of the new Mikado aerator with its unique mesh of intertwined individual jets comes 

fully into its own. 

The side-operated HANSADESIGNO  is also available in chrome. Their variant with a swivel 

spout impresses everyone with its proud dimensions. It extends the scope of action at the 

washbasin and this can be extended yet again with the optionally available function hand 

shower (with optional remote control).
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TYLE: 

SENSORY FITTINGS FOR MASTER AND GUEST 

BATHROOMS

A fitting which reacts to the approach of your hands and 

allows water to flow only when it is really needed: That is 

fascinating, hygienic and responsible. With the touchless 

variants HANSADESIGNO  can provide the advantages of 

electronically controlled fittings for every bathroom – from 

large to compact. Wall-mounted and concealed solutions 

create multifaceted design solutions; sophisticated sensor 

technology guarantees perfect functioning and maximum 

comfort. The class reveals itself in the detail here as well: In 

this regard the XS version for example, with its crystalline 

spray from the Mikado aerator, is also captivating. 

WASHBASIN FAUCETS WITH A POWERFUL AURA

A classic was rarely as flexible! The single-lever mixer is 

available in a compact size for smaller washbasins and as 

an imposing raised base model for wash bowls. 

The versatile function shower is available as an option for 

all versions. Details such as the raised spout, which provides 

extra clearance for the hands, or the cleaning-friendly rear 

shape of the lever, add to its comfort rating – every time it 

is used, day in day out.
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DESIGN, FUNCTION AND COM
PERFECTLY COMBINED IN THE 

It looks different. It is different – fundamentally. What makes 

HANSASIGNATUR unique is its ingenious underlying concept;  

its innovative structure. The functional separation of the lever  

and spout in two cones set at right angles to each other, each 

tilted optimally towards the user, creates a washbasin fitting with 

a completely new ergonomic quality – and a completely new look. 

A look based on intelligence and visualising intelligence. 

As a result, HANSASIGNATUR integrates logically into a modern 

bathroom design, yet is strikingly distinctive: a fascinating multi-

function sculpture.  

Absolutely unique is the innovative HYBRID model which works 

manually using the lever or by touchless sensory operation.  

Water at the pre-set temperature automatically flows when your 

hands are detected by the sensors – for maximum comfort. 

The functional shower 

extends the usage range  

of the water source to  

1.50 metres around the 

washbasin. The remotely 

operated version, activated 

by a diverter on the shower, 

is the perfect complement  

to HANSASIGNATUR 

HYBRID.

The matching bidet fitting completes the HANSASIGNATUR

bathroom – in terms of design, comfort and functionality.

 

Purely radical, radically comfort-oriented: The concealed 

variant of the HANSASIGNATUR  washbasin fitting is 

electronically controlled and battery operated. It works 

touchless. Water flows as soon as you move your hands 

beneath the sensor built-in to the spout – at precisely the 

temperature you pre-set on the thermostat. 

The rectangular collar, which can be installed upright or 

transversely, originates from the HANSAMATRIX  concealed 

component system. 
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FORT – 
HANSASIGNATUR SERIES

Absolutely consistent design:

The bathtub spout picks up 

the design language of the 

concealed washbasin mixer –

for a perfectly harmonious 

overall appearance.

With the latest generation of the HANSAMATRIX  concealed system, the innovative 

HANSASIGNATUR concept can be transferred from the washbasin to all areas of 

the bathroom. Unchanged in structure, logic and layout, HANSAMATRIX Tiptronik 

utilises mains-powered intelligent electronics hidden behind the wall. This provides 

the basis for a new, intuitive way of controlling bath and shower.

All shower and bath functions are combined in complete HANSAMATRIX  units. 

The reliable electronics of the controls of HANSAMATRIX  Tiptronik operating in the 

background not only ensures perfect comfort. By providing you with a visual indicator, 

it also helps to make efficient use of resources and save water. 

HANSAMATRIX Tiptronik  completely redefines user comfort. The intuitive control 

principle is as simple as it is ingenious: Each function has its own Tiptronik  control button. 

All settings can be controlled simply by tapping and rotating the buttons. 
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ON THE PULSE        OF YOUR 
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The perfect private wellness experience is provided by the HANSA-

EMOTION Wellfit  shower system: with HANSAEMOTION Wellfit 

thermostat as centrepiece, swivelling overhead shower and triple spray 

HANSAACTIVEJET  hand shower. 

Absolutely unique: The system provides all the functions of a hot and 

cold water body treatment – via three preset programmes, simply at 

the touch of a button.

HANSAEMOTION Wellfit

SHOWER SYSTEM

RELOAD

RELAX

RECOVER

        “I want to start the day 

full of energy and 

           in a positive frame of mind.

      My Wellf it RELOAD 

shower programme provides 

                        the perfect start.“

       “My rigorous training

                  programme plus my 

Wellf it RECOVER  shower programme: 

       That‘s what I need to keep

                     in peak fitness.” 

     “I start my Wellf it RELAX 

      shower programme and 

everything is washed away: 

                  the strenuous day, 

       the tension and the strain.”LIFE.
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THE RECOVER  PROGRAMME: 
KEEP TOP FIT!

THE RELAX  PROGRAMME: 
LEAVE THE STRSS BEHIND YOU.

THE RELOAD  PROGRAMME: 
RECHARGE YOUR BATTERIES.

For an effective recovery action there are intensive cold water intervals between short hot 

water phases specifically for the highly stressed parts.

Long hot water phases between significantly shorter cold-water cycles quieten you down 

appreciably.

Hot and refreshingly cold water with a steady rhythm provide the exhilarating effect.
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HANSAEMOTION Wellfit:
AN OVERWHELMINGLY 
NEW SHOWER EXPERIENCE.

The HANSAEMOTION Wellfit  thermostat and the new shower 

heads of the HANSAACTIVEJET  family form the perfect 

“wellness team”: On the thermostat you select one of the three 

programmes by which hot and cold water acts on your body 

with certain time intervals. Water temperature and length of 

intervals are preset so that the hot and cold water body treatment 

acts to recover, relax or reload.

The programmes selected on the thermostat are implemented 

via the hand shower. Operation of thermostat and hand shower 

is simple – you cannot do anything wrong but just enjoy the 

beneficial effect of the hot and cold water body treatment.

PULSE SPRAY:

Clustered pulsating spray for 

focussed treatment of 

specific zones of the body.

E.g. for the RECOVER 

programme.

SENSITIVE SPRAY:

Soft relaxing spray to pamper 

the whole body.

Try this in the RELAX 

programme.

INTENSE SPRAY:

Spray for daily use; ideal for 

washing long hair. Or start 

the RELOAD  programme 

with it. 

THE SUITABLE SPRAY 

AT THE TOUCH OF 

A BUTTON:

Change to your preferred 

type of spray at the touch 

of a button. You start the 

PULSE function positioned 

separately and clearly on the 

top of the shower head.

ACTIVATE YOUR HOT AND COLD WATER BODY TREATMENT – SIMPLY AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON:

By pressing the Wellfit button (option) one, two or three seconds, you start the desired programme. Every programme starts 

and terminates with a short adaption phase during which the hot / cold sequences change rapidly. This provides an especially 

gentle phasing in or phasing out of the programme for your body. Illuminated colour signals on the buttons provide precise 

feedback on the programme cycle. The programme automatically stops once it comes to the end. 

The water subsequently flows in the basic setting previously selected. 

You may however terminate the programme yourself at any time – simply by pressing the button again.  

YOU HAVE THE CHOICE 

EVEN IN DESIGN:  

HANSA ACTIVEJET  hand 

showers are available with 

classic round shower head 

and as HANSA ACTIVEJET 

STYLE version with 

rounded edges.
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DISCOVER

DISCOVER YOUR YOUNG SELF: 
HANSABASICJET HAND SHOWERS

HANSABASICJET HANSACLASSICJETPut your trust in our quality 

products – developed and 

manufactured in-house.

The new HANSABASICJET family includes two fresh and 

young hand shower models, which may be combined with  

all modern fitting ranges. With a diameter of 95 mm, the 

shower head is relatively large, but still extremely easy to 

handle. The purists will go for the single-stream variant;  

if you like variation from time-to-time, the three-stream 

model is for you. 



NEW SELF!
YOUR

Our challenge is to make water an experience. Just what different effects water can have on us is 

nowhere so apparent as in the shower. Which is precisely why ’showering‘ is one of the key topics 

for HANSA in the near future. Our internal development and production mean we have the experience 

and bundled expertise to do things differently. Our innovative products and complete solutions for 

showering turn the shower into a place of constant inspiration.

Discover your young, vital self: with two new HANSA shower ranges, and a convenient thermostat 

as the perfect complement.

COMFORTABLY COMPLEMENTED: 
HANSAMICRA  THERMOSTATS

HANSAMICRA  is a modern 

and young thermostat 

concept, which offers 

above-average functionality 

for this class of products. 

The shower and bathtub 

thermostats are perfectly 

suited to modern require-

ments – and to the new 

hand shower families and 

hand shower sets. 

For comfort that you really 

won’t be able to do without.

You can also choose between two 

HANSACLASSICJET  variants: 

single-stream or three-stream 

(stream types: Relaxation, 

Refreshment and EcoFlow with 

limits on the amount of water 

consumed)

DISCOVER YOUR VITAL SELF:
HANSACLASSICJET HAND SHOWERS

The special shape of the new HANSACLASSICJET is smart: 

this ensures that the shower can be securely gripped and 

does not rotate – even when the user has wet hands. 

This particularly ergonomic handle as well as the highly 

contrasting visual appearance turn HANSACLASSICJET 

into the perfect hand shower for cross-generational bath-

rooms. It is also available as a set with a shower rail, with 

an integrated hand grip. 



 

HANSAELECTRA
TOUCH-FREE FITTINGS FOR PUBLIC 

SPACES

The HANSAELECTRA series has been 

specially designed for the heavy demands 

of public spaces. There‘s the right model 

and design variant for planners and 

designers to use in every situation. Fittings 

with clean or soft lines, available as a 

pre-tempered water fitting or converted 

into a cold-water fitting that is either 

battery-powered or connected to the 

mains power supply: HANSAELECTRA 

covers a broad range. Of particular interest 

is the version with the control fully inte-

grated in the spout. A concealed unit is 

no longer required (image bottom-right). 

HANSAELECTRA is also available for the 

HANSABLUEBOX  concealed unit.

HANSAELECTRA  is available in different variants – for wall installation or as a traditional washbasin mixer.  

MONITORING AND CONTROL OF HANSAELECTRA FITTINGS AND 

OF THE TOUCH-FREE HANSAMEDIPRO MODELS

   The HANSA app is an innovative solution designed to make life easier 

for sanitaryware fitters and building engineers. The effort required 

for maintenance and setting is significantly reduced. Over a distance 

of max. 10 m mobile devices and fittings connect automatically via 

a Bluetooth® 1) wireless interface.

Free access – e.g.: 

Display of product information – Display of the fitting battery life – Display of water 

consumption – Calendar function for automatic sanitation rinsing – Remote-controlled 

switching on and off of the fitting – report function for technical documentation

Password-protected area – e.g.: 

Setting of the flow duration and flow volume – Control of water consumption – Adjust-

ment of sensor sensitivity – Automatic sanitation and legionella rinsing – Individual setting 

for each fitting and settings transferred from one fitting to others  

APP-SOLUTELY USEFUL: THE NEW HANSA APP. 

Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks 

of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. an 

other countries. 

App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.

1) The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by 

Bluetooth SIG, Inc., and any use of such marks by Hansa Armaturen GmbH is 

under license. 

Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners. 2nd level – detail settings
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HANSAMEDIPRO FLEX
NEW: THERMALLY DISINFECTABLE. TEMPERATURE-RESISTANT UP TO 

+95°C.

With its impressive benefits for care personnel and patients, the HANSAMEDIPRO 

FLEX  has shower has long been established in the Health & Care sector. A new 

model specially developed for clinical applications is now thermally disinfectable and 

temperature-resistant up to + 95 °C. Like the current models, the new HANSAMEDIPRO 

FLEX  also has a removable shower head base which can be washed – for example in 

the dishwasher. Unique as before and highly practical is the ergonomically designed, 

rotatable handle with soft-touch surface which enables exceptionally flexible handling. 

The shower handle‘s 360° rotation plane means the hand shower hose is always pointing 

down, so there is now no need to encircle it. 

Fitted with the HANSAPROTEC  system, the HANSAMEDIPRO FLEX combines 

maximum safety and hygiene with the greatest convenience.

HANSACLIFF
CLASSIC ELEGANCE FOR 

SOPHISTICATED BUILDINGS 

HANSACLIFF  was developed in collabora-

tion with hotel designers JOI-Design. 

Unusual proportions and a graceful 

appearance make the fitting a true feature. 

With its elegant design and well-arranged 

selection, HANSACLIFF  is ideal for 

equipping sophisticated buildings, such 

as hotels or restaurant, for example.



HANSA 3S-INSTALLATION: 
IT‘S NEVER BEEN FASTER! 
New in the HANSAPINTO  range of washbasin mixers: 

HANSA 3S-INSTALLATION  – our revolutionary 

“System for safe and fast installation”.

ITS ADVANTAGES:

– Only ONE fixing part

– Components made of the most robust materials  

–  Self-locking screw threads for extremely fast and 

simple fixing

–  Flexible installation on washbasins and sinks with up 

to 40 mm wall thickness

– Very simple, one-handed mounting

 Thanks to its high levels of efficiency, you will save 

an enormous amount of time. It certainly pays off!

The large number of new product variants provides you with a whole new world of opportunities. 

With HANSAPINTO, you will always find the right solution for your bathroom and your kitchen – 

without the need for great effort, long and complex searches and costly combinations.

HANSAPINTO  variants for the washbasin

Installation has never been faster:

1. First screw the installation cone on the             

    fitting to the studs. 

2. The special construction means the               

    installation unit already sits firm on its own.

3. Simply tighten it – done.

POSITION. HOLD. TIGHTEN.
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HANSAPINTO  variants for the sink 

NO STANDARD FOOD:
HANSAPINTO IN THE 
KITCHEN

Simply design bathrooms and kitchens in a 

consistent design language. HANSAPINTO 

also offers countless kitchen variants. 

That saves time when selecting and pro-

curing. In addition to the classic lever mixer 

there is – now new – a high version with 

greater projection and an optional pull-out 

shower. 

Also new: a striking side-operated model. 

The traditional lever mixer and the side-

operated model are also available with 

a shut-off valve – for maximum safety. 

HANSAPINTO
ALWAYS FITTING: HANSAPINTO IN THE BATHROOM

One of the major advantages of the modernised HANSAPINTO  is its versatility. The extended range in this series opens up every 

opportunity for you to equip complete bathrooms. The variety of models for the washbasin in particular make it easier than ever 

to deliver on your customers‘ individual wishes in terms of design and comfort. The different product variants for all areas of the 

bathroom allow the fitting solution for any situation to be designed easily and consistently, while saving time.

 

MORE VARIETY. MORE TIME. MORE PROFIT. 

WITH HANSA 3S-INSTALLATION
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THE NEW HANSAPOLO

Rock-solid:

HANSAPOLO

for the housing sector

Hospitable: 

HANSAPOLO

for the hotel sector

Steady: 

HANSAPOLO 

in the (semi-) public sector

 

Opting for the “new” HANSAPOLO  is a decision which maxi-

mizes efficiency from the very outset. The recently extended 

range makes it possible to equip bathrooms and kitchens in 

a uniform manner with just one line – and without any time 

delays caused by the preparation of tendering documents. 

With various models available for all areas, even the most 

considerable of demands may be met.

HANSAPOLO  is easy to install and maintain, economical when 

it comes to consumption of water and just as simple to operate 

as to clean.

All HANSAPOLO  products embody the premium quality that you 

come to expect from a brand like HANSA, are state-of-the-art 

with regards to materials and technology and retain their value 

over many years – even when heavily used. 

THE KEY TO THE SUCCESS 
FOR YOUR PROJECT.



HANSAPOLO  ensures that you get 

everything right in the kitchen, too.

Look no further – our models 

guarantee a uniform fitting design 

landscape. Choose between a classic 

lever mixer with a long swivel spout, 

a side-operated model and an elegant 

tall version. 

The optional shut-off valve offers 

additional comfort and safety.

HANSAPOLO as classic lever 

mixer – with a fresh and functional 

design (fig. at the top).

The version with side-operation

is new (fig. at the bottom).

The attractive new HANSAPOLO  design not only 

looks modern and pleasant, but is also suited to 

almost all interior design styles.  

The HANSAPOLO also cuts a fine 

figure in private bathrooms. Options 

include the elegant model with side 

operation (above) or the XL version 

(right), which is 20 mm taller and 

has a larger spout than the classic 

lever mixer.

HANSAPOLO 
FOR THE KITCHEN
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INSPIRED BY THE PROS: 
HANSAFIT SEMIPRO

Anyone who has elevated cooking 

to a real passion appreciates kitchen

technology that supports their 

high ambitions. It‘s precisely this 

professional flair that the new 

HANSAFIT SEMIPRO  brigs to private 

kitchens. Both their functionality and 

looks have been adapted from the high

performance fittings of professional kitchens. 

In addition to the ’classic‘ manually operated fitting, there is the 

high-tech HYBRID  model which can be operated via the side 

lever as well as touch-free. 

Using the touch-free function means the water flow is activated 

when the sensor is approached, and stops automatically when you 

move away from the sensor. That‘s multi-tasking the professional 

way.

Professional: the flexible, high spring hose in rubber with soft-touch surface that is secured 

to the swivel arm with a magnet. The integrated hand shower offer two types of spray for 

a variety of applications. 

As the creator of a new generation of fittings, 

HANSASIGNATUR combines an innovative dual design with an 

intuitive, also dual operating concept and intelligent technology. 

The absolute highlight is the HYBRID model with integrated 

pull-out shower, also alternatively available as a single-lever mixer 

featuring manual operator control. Both versions have a 150° 

swivel spout that can also be set to 70°. For greater flexibility, 

safety and convenience. For the greatest aesthetic and culinary 

enjoyment.

THE FITTING FOR EXCELLENT CUISINE:  
HANSASIGNATUR
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ALESSI SENSE 

by HANSA is a 

joint project by 

ALESSI and the 

Oras Group. 

The fitting, 

which is available 

for the bathroom 

and kitchen, 

proactively promotes the conscious use 

of water – and so teaches us to value 

this precious element. 

Design: Rodrigo Torres

The kitchen fitting with swivel arm, 

aerator and intelligent dishwasher 

valve operates on the same principle 

as the washbasin model. 

The fitting can also be opened via 

the temperature controller for the 

choice of hot or cold water without 

automatic close. Mains-operated.

The washbasin faucet is opened by 

pressing gently on top of it, after which 

the faucet is open for 6 sec. By pressing 

on top of the faucet for one second, 

the faucet stays open for one minute. 

Easy to use temperature control handle 

which operates also as a flow controller. 

Also available with function hand 

shower. Battery operated.
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NEW DIALOGUE WITH FAMIL

“The creative approach of Italian design joins forces with the 

mission for manufacturing perfection of a German company.”   

        M.T.

The ALESSI Swan by HANSA kitchen faucet is the first fruit of 

HANSA‘s collaboration with the “Italian Design Factory” known  

the world over for its iconic objects.

ALESSI Swan communicates in a new fashion with the familiar 

gestures we use in everyday life. Ideally drawing their inspiration 

from the elegance of swans, its organic forms reflect the designer‘s 

capacity to produce industrial objects of extraordinary beauty, 

made to the highest standards of quality and superior performance.
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AR GESTURES: 

“Its forms call for a gentle a touch, reminding us that 

water is a precious gift, to be respected and used with 

care, day after day.”     M.T.

ALESSI Swan by HANSA was designed by Mario 

Trimarchi, the Italian designer known internationally 

for his capacity to look at everyday objects like 

sculptures populating our household landscape. 

With ALESSI Swan by HANSA he created the most 

advanced solution for all homes where the kitchen 

plays a key role. From the functional standpoint, the 

faucet ensures perfect control on water flow.  

Temperature control is by means of a LED that lights 

up when the temperature reaches 32 °C and emits 

a red light that illuminates the interior of a lever 

featuring an embossed finish.

Thanks to a press pad, the faucet can be turned on 

remotely; this is a handy feature when your hands 

are full.

In its complete version, the faucet also has an easy-

to-use extractable hand spray for washing the dishes. 

“My strongest desire is to design objects that can give us a smile, 

even when we have just woken up.”      M.T.



a member ofwww.hansa.com

Alessi, founded in 1921 by Giovanni

Alessi, has been able to develop a 

policy of design excellence which 

has made it one of the leading inter-

nationally renowned Italian Design 

Factories. It has reconciled its typically 

industrial needs with its tendency to 

consider itself as a “research laboratory 

in the field of the applied arts”.

Oras Group is a significant European 

provider of sanitary fittings: the market 

leader in the Nordics and a leading 

company in Continental Europe.

The company’s mission is to make the 

use of water easy and sustainable and 

its vision is to become the European 

leader of advanced sanitary fittings. 

The Group has two strong brands, 

Oras and HANSA.
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